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ICY Expeditions  

Guide for participants... & parents. 

 

Welcome, 

Thank you very much for choosing I.C.Y Expeditions to assist you in completing the expedition section of 

your Duke of Edinburgh's Award. Our Mission is to Inspire you, to Challenge you, to Educate you & to 

assist you to Achieve your goals. 

 

 

 

We are Approved Activity Providers for the  

Duke of Edinburgh's  Award Expedition Section. 

 

 

 

 We are AALA licensed for Trekking & Climbing.  

Licence Number: L9264 

 

 

 We are members of the Institute of Outdoor Learning. 

 

 

 

 We are insured by Activity Industry Mutual (Certificate of liability available on 

request). 

 

“It's your expedition... not your parents, teachers or the man in the stores... It's your expedition!” 

 

 We take our job very seriously & our job is to ensure that you have the correct knowledge, skills, 

experience & attitude to complete your assessed expedition. To do that we have a dynamic teaching style 

where you will learn by doing (or not doing) things in the same environment as you'll be in on your 

assessment.  Our Training & Practice expedition is designed to introduce & practice every essential skill 

needed, & not to shield you from the natural elements, tasks & distances you can expect on your 

assessment. We don't molly coddle you... if you undertake a Training & Practice expedition with us you 

can expect to find the assessment easy (ish)... provided, of course, you have learned you lessons well & act 

upon your personal feedback, given to each individual at the end of Training & Practice expedition. 

 

The following expedition guide is designed to complement the DofE expedition kit list &/or the I.C.Y kit 

list. 

Please read it all. It will help you have a much more enjoyable expedition. Any quotes you see will be from 

I.C.Y instructors.... & you will hear them again & again. We've been through this all before & you won’t be 

the first or the last to make the mistake of not preparing yourself properly in some way so don't worry... 

“ If you're not making mistakes you're probably not learning anything” 

 

If you or your parents have any questions please contact me. rhydian@icyuk.co.uk is the most 

efficient way, Or phone my mobile on 07813702982 day or evening, if I don't answer I'm with a group. 

 

See you on the hill!    

Rhydian 

mailto:rhydian@icyuk.co.uk
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“The first rule of success is.... turn up.” 

 

Clothing: Paying attention to what you wear & carry will pay you back whatever the weather. 

 

Hat & Gloves! We consider this essential safety kit. Yes... even in summer... if you don't bring them we 

won't let you out on the hill. We have some spares just in case you forget (inexcusable on assessment). A 

warm hat (fleece or wool is best) & gloves are a must. A spare hat & gloves is always a good idea. A 

lightweight sun hat can be great if we get good weather.  

 

“Anybody can be uncomfortable!... if you're too cold, put something on... if you're too hot, take 

something off!” 

 

Layering:  Layering is a system of clothing yourself for all weathers & conditions. Used properly it will 

provide you with the most weight efficient clothing for your expedition. Most modern layering utilises 

clothing made from Man made fibres! With the notable exception of some wool based garments e.g. 

Merino wool. 

  
 

Underwear:  Clean underwear every day will help promote comfortable walking & Personal   

  Hygiene. Sports underwear has great wicking properties. 

Base layers:  Are designed to wick moisture away from the skin quickly. They are very thin & you  

  can carry lots of them. Approx 2 modern base layers = 1 cotton T shirt. Cotton retains  

  moisture & so becomes heavier & will chill quickly if you stop exercise. 

  Modern football shirts are usually made from good quality synthetic material & are  

  ideal for a base layer. 

Mid Layers: Used to provide warmth. Fleece material is the most popular mid layer. Fleece comes  

  in a variety of weights so you can chose one big thick fleece or two thinner ones. Use  

  both thin ones do the same job as the think one... but with the advantage of being  

  able to take one off at a time if it warms up. Fleece does not retain water.  
 Do this  experiment: get a fleece & a cotton hoody. Submerge both in water for a 

couple of minutes. Remove them from the water & immediately hold both out at 

arms length. Do it again after hanging them to dry for 10 minutes... etc. Just 

remember that if/when you get wet it will add extra weight onto your kit. 

  You can buy fleece very cheap if you look for it. 

 

Shell:  Keeps the wind & the rain out. Jacket & trousers! 

  'Pacamacs' are NOT acceptable. It's not unusual for expeditions to have rain every  

  day. If your waterproofs are not up to standard then you will get wet &    

  uncomfortable. 

  Good waterproofs will have taped seams, a lining to assist with wicking moisture  

  away from the body & out through the coat fabric & should be tough with double  

  stitched seams & a hydrostatic head* of more than 3,000 (*Please see    

  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waterproof_fabric for an explanation of the term   

  Hydrostatic Head). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waterproof_fabric
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Boots 

The old mountaineering adage here is that you “should spend a weeks wages on a good pair of boots”. 

 

Leather boots are best. We appreciate that many of you will not want to pay the extra for boots you  

 may never use again. You can buy a pair that will “do the job” for around £60...   

 anything less will usually fall to bits after a week in the bogs! 

Fabric boots Are fine for Bronze expeditions. Outdoor shoes/trainers will just about do the job but they 

 have no ankle support which can cause problems when carrying weight all day. 

Gaiters Make sure they're waterproof & that they fit your boots. Ill fitting gaiters are   

 useless. 

Rucksacks 

Your rucksack should be well fitted before you arrive. 

You should fit it so that:  The hip belt is on the hips not above or below them. 

    The shoulder straps should be in contact with your shoulders   

    all the way over onto your back (see diagram). 

 
Once fitted, pack the rucksack with your expedition kit & fine tune the fit. We will help you achieve the 

best fit when you  arrive. 

 

Packing your rucksack. We advocate not using 2 compartments in your rucksack. Do not close the divider 

if you have one. We know that people think is great for dividing clean & dirty kit or food & camping 

gear.... but the truth is that unless you pack your rucksack very very carefully you'll end up with an uneven 

pack which will lead to pain in your back &/or hips. There are many good online articles available for 

rucksack packing. As a general rule see the digram below. 

  
Rucksack liners – normal weight bin liners will rip!!! Use heavy weight bin liners or plastic Rubble 

Sacks. Use a separate one for your sleeping bag & sleeping mat. 
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Tents 

Make sure your tent has all the required parts. Practice putting it up & taking it down. It's easier to do 

this in a garden rather than struggling on the side of a wet & windy Welsh/Peak district/Lake 

district/Scottish... hillside! Have you got enough pegs?  

Do you have a pole repair kit, spare elastic & repair tape/gaffer tape? 

 
Personal hygiene. 

Cleanliness & comfort can really make a big difference to your expedition. 

Share hygiene products with your group (obviously not after you've used them!). e.g. 

 1 small toothpaste between you. 

 1 pack of wet wipes between you. 

 1 biodegradable soap between you. 

 Hand sanitiser. 

 Sun cream 

 Bite & sting cream 

 Insect repellent 

 

Feet!!! 

The most important part of your body as far as expeditions are concerned.  

 Blisters can stop your expedition, & consequently waste your money! 

 You must have Properly fitting boots. 

 Good quality socks & a sock liner. 

 Treat athletes foot before you arrive. 

 Cut your toenails short. 

 Harden your feet by; Walking around barefoot on different surfaces; putting your feet into a bowl of 

salty water every night for 4 weeks before your expedition;  Pay special attention to toes & heels. 

 Bring lots of compeed plasters, compeed gel & strapping plaster.  
Research  the internet about toughening your feet. Find a sensible option recommended by different people. 

We'll be asking what you've all done to toughen up... 

 

Fitness. 

There's no point turning up totally unfit.  

Depending on what level you're doing, you will be walking approx. 12KM a day carrying around 12-15KG 

rucksacks. It's up to you how heavy your rucksack is but we will not let you out if it weighs more than ¼ of 

your body weight. 

Your practice will let you know what kind of terrain to expect... & you'll realise the importance of fitness. 

Your fitness is also directly related to your safety.  

The fitter you are;  

 The less tired you'll be. Tired minds make mistakes. 

 You'll be better able to cope with the elements & any unforeseen occurrences. 
Put simply, the fitter you are the more enjoyable you'll find the experience. If the only training you've done 

is bimbbling around the shops with your mates on Saturdays then it will hurt. Please do some physical 

training.... preferably lots of physical training. 

 

“The best training for walking.... is walking. The best training for walking with a rucksack 

is... walking with a rucksack!!!”. 
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Like everything in life.... the better prepared you are the easier the journey. You can't plan for every 

eventuality but you can follow these steps to ensure you're as prepared as possible. 

 

“Fail to prepare.... Prepare to fail” 

 

“FOOD GOOD – Drink good” 

 

FOOD & Drink! 

 

Food & drink are the fuel for your engine. If you don't put enough fuel in or you put the wrong sort of fuel 

in then you'll have problems with your engine. 

 Your brain won't work properly, simple decisions will become difficult & you risk making 
mistakes.  

 Your body won't function correctly, you'll get headaches, feel tired, cold & miserable. 

 

Think about your menu... balance it between function & flavour, weight & calorie content, etc. 

Good food makes you happy! Make an effort to sort out a menu that will inspire you to eat it!!! 

 Carbohydrates release energy slowly. 

 Lots of sugar is not a good idea! 

 You need about 1,750-2,500 calories a day on expedition. 

 Variety will keep you interested 

 Share with friends 
 

“A Pot noodle does not count as a meal!!!” 

 

De-Hydrated & Wet meals: 

 

De-Hydrated or Freeze dried food  

 Is light weight & only requires boiling water to reconstitute it.  

 It isn't the most inspiring food & it's relatively expensive (around £3-£5 per meal).  

 Couscous has the greatest calorie to weight ratio (according to tests carried out by our mate Hugh). 

 Just about anything can be de hydrated or freeze dried. 

 Equally good meals can be made up yourselves. We find the best places to find good quality 
ingredients are the discount food shops, Aldi & Lidl but you can find them at most supermarkets. 

 

Wet Meals or Meals Ready to Eat (MRE) 

 Are ready cooked & can be eaten cold (some have self heating packaging) in an emergency. 

 Are very heavy. 

 Are expensive £4-£9 per meal. 

 We recommend one of these as part of your emergency rations (at Gold). 

 

This is the way we like to organise food during the day. 

 A good Breakfast & a min of 1 hot drink - my favourite breakfast is muesli & custard (rocket fuel!) 

 Light lunch of pita bread/wraps/couscous/pasta (pre prepared the night before) 

 2 or 3 course evening meal with a min of 2 hot drinks. 

 Snacks all day - mixed fruit & nuts (with chocolate buttons)/cereal bars/cake 

 Min 1.5 litres of water to be carried per participant per day. 
 

 Tents up & water boiling within 20 minutes of reaching camp.  
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Please see these websites as examples of pre prepared food for expeditions. 

 

http://www.expeditionfoods.com/online-shop?gclid=CLHo47mxgbMCFcfKtAodz0oAFw 

 

http://www.lookwhatwefound.co.uk/Page/camping_food.aspx 

 

**http://www.bewellexpeditionfoods.com/?gclid=CNSp46eygbMCFWXJtAodCR0A9w** 

 

http://outdoorsgrub.co.uk/products.php 

 

 

Expedition advice. 

 

http://www.thebmc.co.uk/Download.aspx?id=350 – BMC Green guide to the uplands 

 

http://www.thebmc.co.uk/wild-camping-worries  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I.C.Y Expeditions contact details 

 

 

Gamallt 

Pentre Uchaf 

Tregaron 

Ceredigion 

SY25 6NF 

 

 

Main Contact: Mr Rhydian Wilson (Company Director) 

 

 

Phone: 07813 702982 

 

 

Email: rhydian@icyuk.co.uk 

 

 

Web: www.icyuk.co.uk 
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